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2016 marks the 25th year of the Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts’ annual survey 
exhibition, the Hatched: National Graduate Show. 

In 25 years, over one thousand artists have presented work alongside that of their national 
peers in this unique showcase of emergent talent. Many of Australia’s most successful artistic 
careers have been launched this way, with Hatched enjoying an illustrious alumni including 
art world illuminaries such as Shaun Gladwell, Julie Dowling, David Noonan, Monika Tichacek, 
Nick Mangan, Helen Smith, Lionel Bawden, Julie Gough and Nicholas Folland as well as Nick 
Mitzevich, Aaron Seeto, Marcus Canning and Bec Dean. 



This year 23 of the top tertiary art schools around the country nominated over 90 of their most 
outstanding recent graduates for consideration for Hatched . A selection panel made up of 
industry experts were then tasked with the difficult process of assessing each application and 
whittling the list down to 34 artists. This year’s distinguished panel was made up of Dominic 
Feuchs, Director, Starkwhite, Auckland; Alyce Neal, Independent Curator and Educator, 
ACCA, Melbourne; Andrew Varano, Independent Curator, Writer and Artist, Perth; Minaxi 
May, Education Program Curator, PICA and Nadia Johnson, Hatched Curator, PICA. 

Hatched 2016 sees a diverse group of intelligent and committed artists making work about 
their experiences and understandings of the world we live in. Explorations of gender and 
sexuality make for a Hatched that is both personal and political. Architecture, geometry and 
the relationship betweenthe human body and  the built environment are strong themes this 
year with many artworks taking the form of installations or structures. 

Formerly rigid divisions between studio practices dissolve as abstract ideas and 
philosophical concepts are realised through multi-disciplinary processes: a video and 
photography installation sits atop a wall painting while a printmaking project is realised by an 
accompanying soundtrack. 

Expressions of personal identity and experience abound, as artists define what it is to be  an 
Indigenous Australian, an immigrant, a long-term casino employee, a queer person. This 
breadth of art forms, approaches and themes is what makes Hatched so thrilling and current.  

For artists, Hatched offers a huge number of firsts. The presentation of work in a public 
gallery, exhibiting interstate, working with a full team of arts professionals, being published in 
a catalogue and having  work reviewed are all new experiences for most ‘Hatchlings’. 

Hatched is one of the most enduring and fundamental ways that PICA fulfils its mission 
of supporting experimental art practice and providing artists with career nurturing 
opportunities.
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PICA’s ongoing programs are primarily supported by an investment from the State of Western Australia through the Department of Culture and the Arts in association with Lotterywest, 
assistance from the Australian Government through the Australia Council, its arts funding and advisory body. PICA is supported by the Visual Arts and Craft Strategy, an initiative of 
the Australian, State and Territory Governments. 

Images: Emmaline Zanelli, Flesh House (you hide between my thighs), 2015. Photo courtesy of and copyright the artist. Alex DeGaris, If only we could truly touch, 2015. Photo courtesy of 
and copyright the artist. Jane Palmer, Ad Libitum, 2015. Photo by Mu Young.

For the seventh consecutive year the Schenberg Art Fellowship of $35,000 will be awarded to 
one exceptional artist as a major investment in their burgeoning career. PICA is pleased to be 
working with the University of Western Australia and the trustees of the Dr Harold Schenberg 
bequest on this significant award for emerging artists. The winner will be announced at the 
opening night celebration. 

The opening night party is set to be as epic as ever with live entertainment from local lo-fi 
psych pop band Spaceman, plus DJs, a live broadcast from RTR FM, an outdoor bar and food 
trucks. Hatched 2015 saw 1,500 people attend this opening event which has become a firm 
favourite within the nation’s arts community and continues to grow each year. 

For all media enquiries including hi-res image & interview requests please contact PICA 
Communications Manager Renae Coles via:
e: communications@pica.org.au 
ph: 08 9228 6307 
m: 0423 846 099

Hatched 2016 provides us with a selection of the top 
emerging art practices from around the country, I’m 
excited and impressed by their honest and 
sophisticated approaches, these are a collection of 
artists who are engaged in topical discussions within 
the art world.

Photography is a strength in this year’s Hatched. 
Artists explore all sorts of themes through this 
medium from the body and structure, sexuality and 
performance, to queer identity, cultural construction 
of the landscape and the role and influence of the 
image.

- Curator Nadia Johnson


